PH.D. DEGREE CHECKLIST

IMPORTANT: The student is responsible for:

- Selecting an advisor and other members of the Progress Review Committee
- Selecting fields for preliminary exams, tool skills and outside minor
- Selecting a research committee
- Meeting degree requirements and maintaining normal progress
- Using ethical principles throughout their graduate career and beyond

Progress Review Committee Meeting completed on:___________

GPA (3.5 minimum): _________

Coursework and dissertation credit (90 required): _________

Coursework (Note that appropriate Approaches and Issues classes must be taken and can be counted towards the requirement of ten seminars in the Department of Political Science.)

Y570 (or alternative, if waived) taken on _________

At least nine (9) other Political Science graduate seminars completed:

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Second year research project approved on: _____________

Two Research Tool Skills:

Language(s): ____________________________________________

Research method(s): ____________________________________________
Department or Eclectic/Outside Minor Name: ____________________________________________

Courses completed:

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Field Examinations

1st exam field: _________________________) passed on ______________

2nd exam field: _________________________) passed on ______________

Dissertation proposal defense successfully defended on ______________

Admission to Ph.D. candidacy on ______________

Oral defense of the Ph.D. dissertation successfully defended on ______________

Final copy submitted on _________________, Degree awarded ___.